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Abstract
This deliverable describes the establishment of the TInnGO’s Data Repository (“GO-DaRe”),
Cloud Infrastructure and Services. In particular, it describes the establishment of the following:





The Data Repository’s webpage
The Data Repository’s (secure) FTP service
The hosting cloud infrastructure (IaaS)
The hub collaboration and storage space environment, using the open-source
OwnCloud platform.

All the aforementioned infrastructure and services currently support the project’s internal
needs, i.e., the TINNGO’s partners and the 10 National Hubs. As project datasets become
available and some of them are licensed as “public”, they will be made so, by means of opening
them and uploading them to well-known, public repositories, in order to maximize their impact
accessibility and usefulness.
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1 The TInnGO Data Repository (“GO-DaRe”)
SBOING has established and maintains the project’s Data REPOSITORY (“Gender
Observatory’s Data Repository”, also abbreviated as “GO-DaRe”).
GO-DaRe is the official and only data repository of the TInnGO project in addition to the
project’s website and Coventry University’s Sharepoint web application and collaboration
space.
All project data, public and private, is stored in GO-DaRe, consistently and concurrently, in two
physical locations: a) one controlled by SBOING and b) one controlled by COVUNI.
The physical location of GO-DaRe is in cloud storage servers and/or cloud managed servers,
hosted by “Hetzner Online, GmbH” (located in Germany, https://www.hetzner.de).
GO-DaRe supports secure FTP access to its storage facilities, based on SSL/TLS certificates.

1.1 Data Storage
The existing project datasets are stored at the premises of the owning partners / organizations.
Copies of them are delivered to TInnGO storage (GO-DaRe) after anonymization.
Datasets of relatively small volumes, such as surveys, spreadsheets, interviews, focus-group
data, along with accompanying consent forms, are also uploaded to and maintained at the
Coventry University’s SharePoint space.
The available storage for data storage in GO-DaRe is 3 TBytes. This storage capacity is
considered sufficient for the scope and duration of TInnGO. However, if necessary, it can be
increased with very little cost.

1.2 Managed Access Procedures in GO-DaRe
GO-DaRe will store all project data, potentially of large volumes and typically comprising
gender-related transport data.
There is password-controlled access to GO-DaRe and all partners are able to access the
private and shared project data through passwords that are provided to them in a secure way.
Data can be uploaded to GO-DaRe by any TInnGO partner and can be downloaded by them
via a secure FTP (service or client/app). Typical secure ftp applications are sftp, WinSCP,
Filezilla, Cyberduck, etc. Detailed instructions are given at: https://dare.TInnGO-project.eu.
Each partner is responsible to provide its own metadata and data descriptions. Quality control
on the metadata and data descriptions is enforced by the GO-DaRe manager (SBOING) and
provisions are made to enable metadata searching capability.

1.3 Provisions for Accessibility in GO-DaRe
GO-DaRe will store all large volumes of data that are not appropriate for storage on SharePoint
(e.g. citizen mobility data, crowdsourced data, etc.).
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We have set up secure FTP access to GO-DaRe with a shared directory and private
subdirectories for each partner. For security purposes, each partner will have its own password
(which will be sent to them in a secure way) and all ftp operations are logged.
In addition to the FTP access, a cloud-based data sharing space has been set up using the
OwnCloud open source software. The TInnGO OwnCloud platform is part of GO-DaRe and it
is configured to support the 10 Hubs’ needs for data storage and data sharing.
It has been assumed that all data that will be uploaded to GO-DaRe will be shared and
accessible by all partners. All partners have read-only privileges and only hub-members have
write-access privileges in their hub data space.
Moreover, only anonymized / pseudonymized data are to be uploaded to GO-DaRe and
each partner should ensure this.
Secure FTP can be executed either from a command line interface (with the sftp command)
or with some MS-Windows / Mac application (e.g. WinSCP, Filezilla, Cyberduck, etc.)
Evidence and the structure of the GO-DaRe facilities, including the Secure FTP space and the
OwnCloud content sharing platform, are presented in Section 2.

1.4 Methods for Data Sharing in GO-DaRe
Data sharing includes, but is not limited to, data contained within the following:
Publications, databases, derived data products, mathematical models and model code,
metadata (defined as appropriate documentation describing the data, relevant specifics of their
collection and the data format) and statistical and other forms of data reduction and analysis.
Methods for data sharing include:





Secure FTP access (compressed files)
Web-site (hyperlink based) file access
Web-services (SOAP, REST) through database access
API-based access (for application programmers)

Potential data users include all researchers and analysts working on urban traffic models as
well as various transport stakeholders.
All shareable data will be released for general access as soon as the dataset is complete, its
quality is assured, and it is sufficiently annotated to be widely useful. Before general release,
the adequacy of data storage and access procedures will be tested first by project personnel,
then by selected colleagues external to the project.
Publications describing the data collected and conclusions drawn from them would be
submitted soon thereafter. Other data will more appropriately be made available at the time
publications reporting them are accepted.
Archived data will be made available initially as just described and is intended to be available
indefinitely or until judged no longer useful.
The project data are intended to be available indefinitely beyond the term of the grant, or for
as long as their hosting infrastructure (repositories, etc.) are accessible.
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The development of data-analysis tools is anticipated as an outcome of the TInnGO project.
The tools that will be openly offered and will be made available through the project’s website
and/or GO-DaRe with sufficient tutorials to allow future users to use them easily.
For shareable open data, no additional data-sharing agreement with outside vendors will be
needed. For all such data, we will expect appropriate acknowledgment and attribution (of our
publications and/or databases) by other users in their own publications or other uses of the
data, in accord with well-established scientific norms.
As noted above, we anticipate the prompt publication in open-access journals of third-party
papers based on TInnGO data that will enhance their visibility and will make the availability of
our data widely known to other potential users.

1.5 Global Data Repositories
As mentioned above, all project data are to be stored (maintained and archived) in the TInnGO’
Data Repository, (GO-DaRe). However, since GO-DaRe is not guaranteed to be available and
maintained for several years after the end of the project, it is essential that archival of TInnGO
open data be done in more persistent, global Open Data Repositories.
Journal articles will be made available on an Open Access basis, for example in compliance
with the Coventry University’s open access mandate via the Green Route (no fee). Online
institutional repositories (such as CURVE, https://curve.coventry.ac.uk) will be used ensuring
the long-term preservation and storage. Outputs deposited on such repositories will be
discoverable via search engines such as Google scholar, increasing visibility, increased
likelihood of citation and raising of research profiles. Open access facilitates broader
knowledge transfer and open science as it ensures that non-academic organisations such as
small and medium-sized enterprises and charities who have limited access to journal outputs
are able to freely access published research via the Internet.

1.5.1 Registration of GO-DaRe in Re3data
A major European Registry of Research Data Repositories is Re3data,
(http://www.re3data.org).
Since May 8, 2019, GO-DaRe has been registered and published on re3data through
DataCite.org, with DOI:10.17616/R31NJMKI, (see Figure 1, below):
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https://www.re3data.org/repository/r3d100013058

Figure 1: Registration of GO-DaRe in Re3data.org (above) and its badge (below).

1.5.2 OpenAIRE Compatibility
The steps and procedures to be followed in order to make the GO-DaRe datasets “OpenAIREcompatible”, once they are open to the public, are the following:
1. Registration of the data repository in re3data. OpenAIRE uses re3data to harvest new
repositories.
2. Following the OpenAIRE Guidelines for Data Archives (also in:
https://guidelines.openaire.eu/en/latest/data/index.html). This requires:
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a. assignment of “Persistent Identifiers” (PIDs) to the datasets and other records
stored and preserved in the repository
b. exposure of metadata via an OAI interface.
To acquire a PID service, one of the following options may be followed:
 using the GRNET's service for PIDs, entitled Epic
 using Datacite's DOI service (https://datacite.org/dois.html).
HELIX is an OpenAIRE instance harvesting publications, data and software while operating
also as a generic repository for researchers to upload their scientific documents with the
method of self-archiving. With HELIX being an OpenAIRE instance, it is by default compliant
with OpenAIRE and feeds OpenAIRE with its content.
Regarding software and code a best open practice that will be followed is to upload the code
on GitLab (or GitHub) and store a snapshot in the repository. Versioning should be provided
so that new snapshots of updated code are included in the same dataset.
ZENODO, a catch-all repository hosted by CERN, can also be used to deposit all research
results (publications, data, software, etc.).

1.6 Provisions for Interoperability in GO-DaRe
Interoperability refers to allowing data exchange and re-use between researchers, institutions,
organizations, countries, etc. (i.e. adhering to standards for formats, as much as possible
compliant with available (open) software applications, and particularly facilitating recombinations with different datasets from different origins.
Interdisciplinary interoperability of TInnGO data is ensured by:








Having the data accessible via global and well-known data repositories
Using consistent and standard metadata vocabularies
Using standard and re-usable data formats
Providing well-defined and standard access methods
Providing open tools and open software for processing the data
Adhering to open data standards as much as possible
Using licensing types that facilitate broad use and open access of the data
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2 Setup Information and Screenshots
2.1 GO-DaRe: The TInnGO Data Repository
2.1.1 The Webpage of GO-DaRe
Established at: https://tinngo.sboing.net
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2.1.2 The GO-DaRe Secure FTP Service
Established at: ftp://tinngo.sboing.net
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What has been setup:
 A dedicated, managed cloud server in Germany (hetzner.de)
 Intel Core i7-6700, 2x 4 TB SATA Enterprise HDD, 1x 240 GB SATA SSD,
32 GB DDR4 RAM
 FTP server accessible by secure FTP (SFTP) protocol
 Data space for each national hub
 A Shared data space
 A Public data space
 Individual users’ data spaces
 Partner data spaces (on demand)
Access credentials are provided via a secure protocol (by a combination of email and
SMS).
20 Partner users: (usernames)
/* Hidden in the public version of this deliverable. */
10 National Hubs:
National Hub
Username (*)
Denmark / Sweden
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Lithuania, Latvia & Estonia
Portugal
Romania
Spain
UK
(*) Hidden in the public version of this deliverable.

Hub Partners
UCPH, VTI
LGI
TUIL, P&A
LEVER, SBOING
POLITO, TORINO
SC
EMEL, VTM
INTECO, AIM
ITENE
SOCTR, CU, WMCA
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2.1.3 Security Scan Report for GO-DaRe

Tested by Qualys/SSL-Labs security tests,
https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/analyze.html?d=tinngo.sboing.net
Also tested with the Sucuri test (for malware risks): https://sitecheck.sucuri.net and found no major
issues.
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2.2 TInnGO OwnCloud
TINNGO OWNCLOUD: https://tinngo.sboing.net/owncloud

20 Partner users: (usernames)
/* Hidden in the public version of this deliverable. */
10 National Hubs:
National Hub

Username (*)

Hub Partners

Denmark / Sweden

UCPH, VTI

France

LGI

Germany

TUIL, P&A

Greece

LEVER, SBOING

Italy

POLITO, TORINO

Lithuania, Latvia & Estonia

SC

Portugal

EMEL, VTM

Romania

INTECO, AIM

Spain

ITENE

UK

SOCTR, CU, WMCA

(*) Hidden in the public version of this deliverable.
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OwnCloud view as a TInnGO partner user (“User SBOING”, member of the “Hub EL”):
 read/write permissions for the “TInnGO Shared” folder
 read/write permissions for the “Hub EL” folder
 read-only permissions for the “Gender Observatory Shared” folder (and all hub folders
under it)

OwnCloud view as a GO Hub user (“Hub EL”):
 read/write permissions for the “Hub EL” folder
 read-only permissions for the “Gender Observatory Shared” folder (and all hub folders
under it)
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The “Gender Observatory Shared” shared space: (read-only by all)

All TInnGO users and user groups:
/* Hidden in the public version of this deliverable. */
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